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Cover Silver Edition

Vario 18 Silver/Orange

The classic among ABS® Base Units has been further optimised and is 
thinner and lighter than before, bringing the weight closer to the body 
which makes it more comfortable to wear. The Vario Base has a comfort-
able padded hip strap and ergonomically shaped shoulder straps, making 
it easy to carry even when the bag is fully packed. The activation handle is 
height-adjustable and can also be optimally adapted to left-handed users. 

It can be combined with all Vario Zip-ons between 8L and 45+5L. All ABS® 
Base Units are adapted to the huge impact of an avalanche. The carrying 
system, which comprises the hip strap, chest strap and leg strap, meets 
the TÜV criteria for use under extreme conditions (PPE Directive 89/686/
EEC). Every Base Unit can be combined with an activation unit made of 
steel or ultralight carbon*.

OPTIMAL FIT
To ensure a perfect fit, the Vario Base Unit is 
available in two back lengths:

Size S
is the right choice for people with a back length of up to 49 cm (19 inches)
(top of hip to top of shoulder)

Size L
for back lengths of 46 cm (18 inches) or more 
(top of hip to top of shoulder)

PROTECTOR*

The market leader Komperdell’s certified
protector specially developed for ABS® is based
on the oil- damping principle and is currently
Komperdell’s most secure product on the market.
It can be optionally attached to the back of the
Vario „Silver Edition“ Base Unit using a
Velcro fastener.

Every Silver Base Unit is delivered with a cover 
and an 18L Zip-on with Carbon Cartridge.** 

* Not available in North America ** This package is available in Germany, Austria and Italy. Other countries upon request. 

The Silver Edition is particularly narrow and light-weight and is comfort-
able to wear thanks to the neoprene hip strap. As such, it is extremely well 
suited for freeriders and offpiste skiers. Additional protection is provided 
by the certified Komperdell soft back protector which can effortlessly be 
attached by a Velcro fastener instead of the standard back pad.*

The activation handle is height-adjustable and can also be optimally adapt-
ed to left-handed users. Combining the Silver Edition with Vario Zip-ons 
up to 32L packing volume is recommended for optimum fit and comfort 
because of the neoprene hip strap; it is compatible with all Vario packs.
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